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Mike’s Incredible Indian Adventure
(FringeNYC)
by Rob Lester
EDGE Entertainment Contributor 
Thursday Aug 17, 2006

If your fantasy of show
business success is to
be the next renaissance
man/ genius in the
Orson Welles mold,
directing a production of
an American poppy
musical comedy that
tours India (!) --- where
absent, casually
committed strangers call
most of the odd shots-
might not be a good
career move. It might be
more of a waking
theater nightmare where
most things go wildly
wrong and frustration
becomes a way of life.
That’s what happened
when Michael Schlitt
walked into that
quicksand -- and he
lived to tell the tale,
which he does with
entertaining stage rage
in Mike’s Incredible
Indian Adventure. It’s

a one-man ranting recollection, the "what were we thinking?" anecdotes
aided by film footage to prove that yes, all these crazy things really
happened. "My inner artist voice said ’no!!’" he tells us, but approaching
a midlife crisis of professional inertia, in a moment of desperation, he
accepted the unlikely gig. 

It occurred to him that the experience might make a documentary film.
He admits that the movie might work if the play was a bomb, or if he
died while working on it. Little did he know the hours and hours of
footage would become its own insurmountable editing challenge. And
who in his right mind producing They’re Playing Our Song would think to
throw in a slew of unrelated old pop songs and change the cast
breakdown, treating They’re Playing Our Song" by Neil Simon, Marvin
Hamlisch and Carole Bayer Sager like a food processor where you could
toss anything in, press "blend" and expect it a delicious result? Guess
what. Some of the audiences loved it. 

Musical comedy fans like myself need to know not to expect to hear the
show’s songs or have the musical praised or appraised as a work. Neil
Simon comes in for some bashing (and who ever realized he sort of
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looks like Gandhi?) Just as the musical’s songs were a collaboraton by
then real-life couple Hamlisch and Sager, Schlitt is ably directed by his
real-life wife, Nancy Keystone. They generally keep the audience’s
interest and theater insiders who’ve had their own encounters with
unprofessionalism will be especially appreciative. It does have a slowish
beginning and occasional lags and drags, but that may change: I caught
the first New York performance. (Last fall, it played the Los Angeles
EdgeFest - no relation to this website. Once the quips and clips come
fast and furious, and the audience is pulled in, there’s a cumulative
effect of the story. 

Who knows what to expect in a foreign country where your producer
may speak English but theatrical integrity is a foreign language? Schlitt
happens. He happened upon a series of "this can’t be happening"
happenstances and when recounting them, the anxiety is alive and well,
with comic timing often razor-sharp. His show-and-tell of the culture
clash and rubbing people the wrong way proves that truth is stranger
than friction. He’s not afraid to let himself be shown as a fool in your
eyes or his, and that’s key. Slipping on a banana peel if funny when it
happens to someone else, but he is also laughing, at least now that he’s
had some distance. In the live storytelling and film clips, Mr. S. and his
director often gage just the perfect amount of time to let something sink
in, to linger on a facial reaction or pause after another head-scratching
moment. 

The more universal dilemma and nagging thoughts of why we all second
guess our lives and worry about goals that we’ll never meet gives the
piece more weight. And that’s the underlying and lingering connection.
Folks working in parts of the world of show business sometimes known
as The Twilight Zone can say, "Someday we’ll look back on this and
laugh." He did. We do, too. Schlitt is a hit. 

Part of The NY International Fringe Festival. Presented by Deus Ex
Productions. At The Flea Theatre, 41 White Street in TriBeCa. $15. For
tix/info, www.FringeNYC.org. Phone: 212-279-4488 (outside NYC: 888-
FRINGENYC) 

Remaining performances: August 17 and August 22 (both at 6:45 pm);
and this weekend: August 26 (at 8:45 pm) and August 28 (at 3:45 pm) 

Rob Lester is a freelance writer living in New York City. He also writes on cabaret and the
"Sound Advice" CD column for www.TalkinBroadway.com and as far as music, he has a
lifelong affection, collection and connection. 
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